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We introduce an equivalence relation among the positive elements in a 
C*-algebra and show that the algebra is (semi-) finite if and only if there is a 
separating family of (semi-) finite traces. Concentrating on simple, semi-finite 
C*-algebras we relate geometrical properties in the cone of equivalence classes 
to functional analytic properties of the algebra, such as the number of normalized 
traces and their possible values on a given element. The paper may be considered 
as an attempt to extend Murray and von Neumann’s type and equivalence theory 
to C*-algebras. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Given a partially ordered set with an equivalence relation, it is customary 
to say that an element is finite, if it is not equivalent to any smaller element. 
In [16] Murray and von Neumann introduced their equivalence relation among 
projections in a von Neumann algebra and proved that a factor is finite (i.e. 
every projection is finite) if and only if it has a finite trace. For more modern 
proofs, see [12, 29, 201. In [13] another equivalence relation, applicable to all 
positive operators, was defined in monotone closed C*-algebras; and again 
i,t was shown that finiteness of the algebra was equivalent to the existence 
of a separating family of normal finite traces. 
In this paper we introduce an equivalence relation among the positive elements 
in a C*-algebra and show that the algebra is finite (respectively semi-finite) 
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if and only if there is a separating family of finite (respectively semi-finite) 
traces. We associate with every C*-algebra A a real, partially ordered Banach 
space A’J and show that there is a bijective correspondence between traces 
on A and positive functionals on A q. The condition that A is finite means 
exactly that the positive cone of A is mapped faithfully into A*. Thus Au plays 
a role similar to that of the (purely algebraic) dimension groups considered 
in [6, 10, 111. But, due to its analytic structure it seems for general C*-algebras 
(not just AF-algebras) to be more tractable than these groups. To some extent 
it might also turn out useful as a computable invariant for C*-algebras. Indeed, 
we use it to construct a countable infinity of pairwise non-isomorphic separable, 
simple C*-algebras with unit, which are non-nuclear. 
The equivalence theory is particularly well adapted to simple C*-algebras. 
We show in Section 7 that in this case two positive elements are equivalent 
if and only if they have the same value for every semi-finite trace on the algebra. 
To prove this result we need a rather detailed analysis of the trace spaces of 
(algebraically) simple C*-algebras (Section 6). Thus we show that the degree 
of comparability between two positive elements is determined entirely by 
the set of possible values of traces on the elements. For instance, a simple 
C*-algebra A has a unique semi-finite trace (up to scalar multiples) if and 
only if any two positive elements in A are comparable. 
We conclude the paper with the discussion of a similar equivalence relation 
(G-equivalence), which is relevant for C*-algebras with a group of auto- 
morphisms. 
2. EQUIVALENCE 
Let A be a C*-algebra. We define a relation, -, in the positive cone A+ 
of A by setting x -y, if there is a sequence (u,) in A with 
x = c u,*u, ) Y = c w,* ; 
the sums being norm convergent. We write x < y if x - x < y for some I 
in A, . It follows from [19, Proposition 1 .l] that < is transitive and that - 
is a countably additive equivalence relation. Moreover, if (x,J and (y,,J are 
finite or convergent sequences in A+ such that C X, < zy, , then by [19, 
Corollary 1.21 there is a double sequence (an,,,) in A+ with 
Thus the relation < in A+ satisfies the Riesx decomposition property. 
We denote by A,, the (real) linear subspace of A,, consisting of elements’ 
of the form x - y, where x, y E A+ and x -y. Moreover, we denote by Aa’ 
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the quotient space A,,/A, and by q the quotient map q: A,, -+ AQ. Further, 
we set q(A+) = A+q. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let x, y E A+ and suppose that there are elements a, b in A+ , 
a~b,suchthatx+a~y+b.Thetlx+(I/n)a~y+(I/n)bforeererynin~. 
Proof. Assume that we have proved that nx + a N ny + b. Then 
(n+ I)x+a~~+ny+b~~+a+ny~(n+ I)y+b. 
Thus by induction nx + a N ny + b for all n in N, and the lemma follows 
by dividing by n. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let x, y E A+ and suppose that there are elements a, b in A, , 
a>b,suchthatx+a<y+b.T~x+(l/n)a<y+(l/n)bform~ynin~. 
Proof. In the proof of 2.1 replace N by <. 
2.3. LEMMA. Given z in A, and E > 0 there are elements x, y in A+ with 
x~yandx=x-y,suchthat 
II x + Y II < II x II + 6. 
Proof. We have z = a - b with a N b in A, . Let z = z+ - z- be the 
decomposition of x in its positive and negative parts. Then z+ + b = z- + a, 
which by 2.1 implies z+ + (l/n)b N x- + (l/n)a for every n. Put x = z+ + 
(1 /n)(a + b) and y = z- + (1 /n)(a + 6) and observe that z = x - y and that 
Furthermore, for n large enough we have 
2.4. LEMMA. Given z in A+ + A, and E > 0 there are ekments x, y in A, 
with x > y and z = x - y, such that 
II x + Y II < II z II + 6. 
Proof. We have z = a - b, with a > b in A+ . Let z = z, - z- so that 
z, + b = z- + a. By 2.2 this implies z+ + (I/n)b > z- + (I/n)a for every n. 
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Put x = a+ + (l/n)(u + b) and y = ZL + (l/n)(a + b), and observe that 
z = x - y and that 
x = (z++kb) +;a> (z-+;u) +;b =y. 
Furthermore, (( x + y I( < 11 z 11 + E for n large enough. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let (z,,) be a convergent sequence in A,, with limit x. 
If (z,J C A, then z E A, . If (z,) C A+ + A,, and z,,, - z, E A+ + A,for each n, 
thenz~A++ A,. 
Proof. The proofs of the two statements run parallel, so we shall indicate 
in parentheses how the second differs from the first. 
Without loss of generality assume that j] x,+i - z, 11 < 2-“. Applying .2.3 
(resp. 2.4) we find for every n elements x, , ya in A+ with x,+i - z, = x, - yn 
and x, N y,, (resp. x, > y,), such that 11 x, + y,, (1 < 2-“. Put s = C x, 
and y = C yn , and note that 
z - Zl = c c&l+1 - 4 = c (xn -m) = x -Y* 
Furthermore, x N y (resp. x > y) which implies that z E A,, (resp. x E A+ + A,). 
2.6. THEOREM. The subspace A,, of A, , consisting of elements of the form 
X-Y, x,y~A+, x my, is closed in A,, . 
Proof. Immediate from 2.5. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. There is an isometric isomorphism between the dual of 
the quotient space Aq and the space of bounded self-adjoint functionuls ok on A 
such thut q(xy) = q( yx) for all x, y in A. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. The dual space of Ae is a vector lattice in th.e partial 
ordering induced by the positive cone A +Q. In particular, each Q in (Aq)* has a 
unique decomposition in positiwe parts q~ = v+ - ‘p- , with 11 v Ij = 11 v+ I/ + II v- 11. 
Proof. By 2.7 this is equivalent to the well-known result that the set of 
finite traces on A is a lattice cone, cf. [28, p. 1161 or [19, Theorem 3.11. If 
vr , ‘ps are self-adjoint, tracial functionals on A we define y1 v vs and qua A pa 
on A+ by 
That these functionals are linear and tracial follows from the fact that A+4 
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satisfies the Riesz decomposition property, cf. the proof of [19, Theorem 3.11. 
From the definition it follows that 
Vl " v2 4 9)lA vJ2 = 9J1+ P2- 
In particular, given v, define q+ = q~ v 0 and y- = -v v 0, whence q =-I 
y,. - v- . Given e > 0 there are elements x, y in A, with // x 11 < 1, I/ y // < 1, 
such that 
II v+ /I + II v- II d E + v(X) - p?(Y) d 6 + II v II Ii X -Y Il. 
Since 11 x - y j/ < 1 and E is arbitrary it follows that 11 F+ /I + II ‘p- /I = jj v 11. 
2.9. THEOREM. If x E A+ the following three constants are equal: 
(9 Wllx--zlll~~4; 
(ii) Wily II I Y E A+ , Y > 4; 
(iii) Sup{~(x) / T a$nite trace on A with I/ T // < 1). 
Proof. Call the three constants OT, /3 and y. Given E > 0 there is a z in A, 
such that oc + E > j/ x - xjj. Let x - z = (x - z)+ - (x - 2)) be the 
decomposition of x - z, and put x = a - 6 with a N b in A,. Then x + 
(x - z)- -1 b == (x - .z)+ + a, whence by 2.1 
x < x + (x - z)- + ; b - (x - z)+ + ; a. 
Consequently 
P < /I (x - 4+ + t a /j d II x - z II + i Ii a I! -c a + 2E 
for n sufficiently large. It follows that p < oi. 
If y > x then T(X) < T(y) < 11 y /I for every trace 7 on A with // 7 // < 1. 
Thus y < /3. 
Since 01 is the quotient norm of x in A* there is by Hahn-Banach’s theorem 
a functional v on 4 with I/ cp // = 1 such that v@(x)) = 01. Let v = q+ - p- 
be the “Hahn decomposition” of ‘p and note from 2.8 that // cp+ // < 1 and that 
v+(q(x)) > 0~. It follows that II p+ II = 1 so that v- = 0, i.e. v > 0. Put 7 = 9) 0 q. 
Then 7 is a normalized trace on A with T(X) = 01. Thus cy < y, so that oi = p -= y 
as desired. 
2.10. COROLLARY. If0 < x < y then jl q(x)l/ < II q(y)!]. 
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2.11. COROLLARY. Dmte by C the closure of A+Q in Aa. Then -C n C = (0). 
Proof. If x E A,, and q(x) E -C n C, take E > 0 and choose y, z in A+ 
such that II &c - y)ll < E and ]I q(x + a)/] < E. Then II ~(y + x)/l < 2~, whence 
by 2.10 II n( y)ll < 2~. This gives )I q(x)11 < 3 r; and since E was arbitrary, q(x) = 0. 
2.12. Remark. Note that A,Q is not in general closed in AQ, cf. 6.3. 
2.13. COROLLARY. Ifx,yEA+suchthatx<yandx>y,thenx-yEAA,. 
Proof. The conditions imply that 4(x - y) E -A+Q n A+a, whence 
q(x-y)=Oby2.11. 
2.14. Remark. The conditions in 2.13 imply that x wy, at least when 
A is finite (3.2) or when A is simple (7.5); possibly in general. 
It should be noted that x - y E A,, does not in general imply that x N y. 
It suffices to take A = X, the algebra of compact operators on a separable, 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, and note that A, = S,, since X has no 
finite traces. But if Tr is the canonical (unbounded) trace on X, then x N y 
in X+ if and only if Tr(x) = Tr(y). Thus inequivalent elements exist. If 
instead of X we take an algebraically simple C*-algebra, then this situation 
will not occur, cf. 5.2. 
3. FINITE ALGEBRAS 
A positive element x in a C*-algebra A is said to be &ite (with respect 
to -) if for each y in A+ 
y<x and Y-x implies y = x. 
We say that A is J;n;te if every element in A+ is finite, and we say that A is 
semi-finite if each non-zero element in A, dominates a non-zero finite element. 
3.1. Remark. This notion of a finite C*-algebra is not the only possible. 
A computationally much simpler demand is to say, as in [4], that A is finite 
if every isometry is unitary; i.e. u*u = 1 implies UU* = 1. This notion of 
finiteness is also closer to the original Murray-von Neumann equivalence 
theory. However, it is less useful if the algebra is not simple (with unit), 
and, as already noted in [13], an additive equivalence relation, such as the one 
employed here, gives ready access to traces. It is quite conceivable that the 
two notions of finiteness coincide, at least for separable, simple C*-algebras 
with unit. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If x < y and x > y, and if either x or y is finite, tken 
x “y. 
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Proof. By assumption x N yr < y and y N x1 < x. Assume that x is finite, 
and choose xa such that y1 N xa < x1 . Then x2 N x, whence x2 = x. Con- 
sequently x1 = x, i.e. y N x. 
3.3. LEMMA. A is jinite if and onZy ;f A, n A,, = (0). 
Proof. IfxEA+nAathenx=y--z,whereywzinA+.Thusz<y, 
so that x = 0 if A is finite. Conversely, if y is a non-finite element in A+ , 
then x N y, z < y for some z in A+ with x = y - z # 0. Consequently 
xEA+nA,. 
3.4. THEOREM. A C*-algebra is Jinite if and only ;f it has a separating family 
of finite traces. 
Proof. If A is finite, the quotient map q: A,, + Aq is faithful on A+ by 3.3. 
For each non-zero x in A, there is then by 2.9 a finite trace T such that T(X) > 0. 
Conversely, if T(X) = 0 for all finite traces 7 on A, then x E A, by 2.9 so that 
A is non-finite by 3.3. 
3.5. COROLLARY. A simple F-algebra is finite if and only if it has a $nite 
non-zero trace. 
3.6. COROLLARY. A separable V-algebra is jinite if and only if it has a 
faithful, finite trace. 
Proof. Since AQ is separable, the positive part of the unit ball of (Aq)* 
is weak* metrizable (and compact). Let (tp,J be a dense sequence in it and 
put 7 = (x 2-‘$,J 0 q. If x E A+ and x # 0, then q(x) # 0, whence vn(x) > 0 
for some 71, so that T(X) > 0. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let rr: A + B be a surjective morphism between C*- 
algebras A and B. Then n(A,,) = B, . 
Proof. Clearly a(A,) C B, . For the converse, consider a sequence (b,) 
in B such that C bzb, E B, and C b,b$ E B, . Choose an increasing sequence 
(Q in N such that 
jizkb:b,l! <2-“, /j&b,b:~ <2-‘“. , 
Let {uJ be an approximate unit for ker w and take (a,) in A with ~(a,) = b, . 
If c, = (I - Us) an(l - u,J, then 
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Since II rr(u)ll = Lim l/(1 - u&r 11 for each a in A by [8, 1&2(i)] we can choose 
uA such that 
By successive choices of uA we can define (c,,) such that the inequalities above 
hold for every k. Consequently C c*,c, E A, C c,ct E A, and 
* ( c (&n - C&X) 1 = c (b,*b, - b,bZ). 
3.8. THEOREM. Let I be a closed ideal in a C*-algebra A. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A/I is Jinite; 
(ii) (I + A,) n A+ = I+ ; 
(iii) The largest closed ideal J such that I,, is contained in I,, + A, is 
/ = I; 
(iv) I+ = q-l(F) n A+ f or some relatively closed face F in A+q; 
(v) If x E A+ and T(X) = 0 for all finite traces on A that vanish on I, 
then XEI,. 
Proof. (i) =G= (ii) Set B = A/I and let a: A -+ B be the quotient map. 
If B is finite then B, n B, = {0} by 3.3, and since +A,) = B, by 3.7 we 
conclude that 
(A, + I) n (A, + I) = I, 
whence (A,, + I)+ = I+ . 
(ii) G- (iii) If J is a closed ideal such that Jsa CI,, + A,, , then I+ C 
(Isa + A,,)+ = I+ , i.e. /C I. 
(iii) => (v) The set of elements x in A+ that satisfy the condition in (v) 
is the positive part of a closed ideal J in A. Moreover, VT(_~,,) C B, since every 
trace on B must vanish on B, . Thus Jsa C A, + I,, by 3.7, whence J = I 
by assumption. 
(v) * (i) By assumption B has a separating family of finite traces, whence 
B is finite by 3.4. 
(ii) + (iv) Put F = @+). If x, y E A+ and hp(x) + (1 - A) q(y) E F, then 
AX + (1 - 4~ E (I+ + A,), , whence x E I+ and y E I+ by (ii). Thus F is a 
face of A+Q. From (v) (and (ii) o (v)) we know that F is the kernel in A+q 
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of the set of continuous positive functionals on A* that vanish on q(l). Thus 
F is relatively closed in A+*. Finally, 
by (ii). 
q-l(F) n A, = (I+ + A,), = I+ 
(iv) G- (iii) Let / b e a closed ideal in A such that Jsa C Isa + A,. Then 
since F is a face of A+*, 
q(J+) C (F - F) n A+* = F; 
whence 
J+ C q-l(F) n A+ = I+ , 
i.e. JCI. 
3.9. EXAMPLE. There exists a finite, separable C*-algebra A, having a 
closed ideal I, such that A/I is not finite. This was pointed out to us by 0. 
Bratteli. Take A to be the Fermion current algebra (cf. [2, Sect. 51). Thus A 
is the set of fixed-points in the Fermion algebra F (also known as the CAR- 
algebra) under the circle group of gauge transformations. Since F = Qm M2 , 
it is finite (with a unique faithful tracial state) and thus A is finite, being a 
C*-subalgebra of F. But as shown in [2, 5.6 Proposition], there is a primitive 
ideal I in A (I = ,I, in the notation of [2]), such that 
A/I = X(H) + Cl, 
H a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Clearly A/I has no finite, 
faithful trace, and is therefore not finite. Note that A is approximately finite- 
dimensional and anti-liminal, whereas A/I is a C*-algebra of type I. 
4. SEMI-FINITE ALGEBRAS 
Contrary to the cases of von Neumann algebras and monotone complete 
C*-algebras (cf. [24, 2.1.31 and [13, Proposition 2.91) no comparison theorem 
seems possible for the equivalence relation N in C*-algebras. Thus the usual 
way of proving that the sum of two finite elements is again finite is closed 
to us; and, indeed, that result is no longer true in general, see 7.11 (the authors 
are indebted to L. Solheim for bringing this problem to our attention). This 
apparent defect of the equivalence relation does not affect our definitions 
of finite and semi-finite C*-algebras, but it seems only fair to warn the reader 
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that there are non-finite C*-algebras in which every positive element is the 
sum of two finite elements, see 7.10. 
Given a C*-algebra A we denote by 9(A) or just .9 when no confusion 
can arise the set of finite elements in A+ and by &, the set of elements x in A+ 
such that x = xy for some y in 9. 
4.1. LEMMA. The set 9 defined above is hereditary and invariant UT&Y 
equivalence. In fact, if x E 9 and 0 < y < x then y E S. Moreover, 9, C9 
and So is dense in g. 
Proof. If0 <y<xforsomexinF,andifO <z<ywithsNythere 
are elements xi , x2 with z mx,,y-xxxX2andx,+x,<x.Thus 
X--2~~+x-(x,+x,)~y+x-(x,+x,) 
- Xl + x2 + x - (Xl + XJ = x, 
and since x E 9 we get x2 = 0, whence y = a; so that y E 9 as desired. In 
particular, s is hereditary and invariant under equivalence. 
If x = xy for some y in 9 then x < 11 x (1 y, whence x E 9 from the above. 
Thus 9a C 9. Finally, given x in 9 and l > 0 let f be a continuous function 
on Q(x) vanishing in a neighbourhood of 0 such that 1 f(t) - t I < E for all t, 
and choose g continuous such that gf = f and g(t) < At for some h > 0. Then 
g(x) E 9 from the above, f(x) E .9$ since gf = f, and 11 f(x) - x 11 < l . 
4.2. PROPOSITION. The complex linear span Lin 9 of 9 is an ideal in A. 
Denote by I its closure. The hereditary cone generated by F0 is the positive part 
of the minimal dense ideal K(I) of I. 
Proof. Denote by J the cone generated by 9, i.e. the set of finite sums 
of elements from 9. It follows from 4.1 that J is invariant (x* Jx C J for all x 
in A), and we claim that J is hereditary. Indeed, if 0 < y < C xk , where, 
{xk} C 9 then by the Riesz decomposition property y = C yk with yk < xk 
for all k. Since { yk} C 9 by 4.1 it follows that y E J. By [17, Corollary 1.21 
the linear span of the hereditary invariant cone J is a hereditary ideal in A 
whose positive part equals J. Clearly Lin( J) = Lin(St). 
Denote by Jo the hereditary cone generated by 9r,, i.e. the set of elements 
in A, majorized by finite sums of elements from .% . If u is unitary in the C*-l 
algebra obtained by adjoining a unit to A then u*9$ = 9r0, whence also 
u* JOu = J,, . Again by [17, Corollary 1.23 we conclude that Lin( JO) is an ideal 
in A. Since so is dense in 4t, Lin(J,,) is a dense hereditary ideal in the closure I 
of Lin(9). By [17, Theorem 1.31 K(I) is the minimal dense hereditary ideal 
in I (actually minimal among all dense ideals by [I 5, Theorem 2]), and therefore 
K(I)+ C J,, . On the other hand, K(I)+ is generated by elements x in I+ such 
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that x = xy for some y in I, (cf. 117, p. 133]), and thus & C K(I)+ . It follows 
that Jo = K(I), , as desired. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. A C*-algebra A is semi-finite if and only if Lin(F) is an 
essential ideal in A (i.e. intersects every non-zero closed ideal in A). 
Proof If A is semi-finite and if B is a non-zero hereditary C*-subalgebra 
of A take x in B, , x # 0. By assumption there is a non-zero y in 9 such that 
y < x. Thus y E 9 n B which proves that Lin(.F) is essential. Conversely, 
if Lin(96) is essential in A and x is a non zero element in A+ then y~rl~ # 0 
for some y in 9. Otherwise the closed ideal generated by x1i2 would be 
orthogonal to Lin(F). Assuming, as we may, that (( y I\ < 1, put z = x1~2yzx1~2. 
Then 0 # z < x, and z E 2F because z < y; which proves that A is semi-finite. 
4.4. THEOREM. Each C*-algebra of type I is semi-finite. 
Proof. If A is of type I, denote by A, the largest liminary (= CCR) ideal 
in A. Since every closed ideal in A is of type I, and every type I C*-algebra 
contains a non-zero liminary ideal, it follows that A, is essential in A. 
Take x in K(A,)+ and assume that 0 < y < x with x - y # 0. There is 
then an irreducible representation (rr, H) of A, such that ~T(X - y) # 0. Since 
r(K(A,)) = K(w(A,)) by [18, Corollary 6], and since K(rr(A,)) equals the set 
of finite rank operators on H, because r(A,) = X; we conclude that V(X) 
and n(y) are inequivalent (equivalent elements in X have the same trace). 
Thus x and y are inequivalent and it follows that x E 9. We have proved that 
Lin(f) is dense in an essential ideal of A, thus itself essential; whence A is 
semi-finite by 4.3. 
We say that a trace r: A+ --f [0, co] on a C*-algebra A is semi-Jinite if every 
non-zero element in A+ majorizes a non-zero element with finite trace. Denoting 
by Fr the cone of elements x in A+ with T(X) < co we see, exactly as in the 
proof of 4.3, that 7 is semi-finite if and only if the linear span of @T is an essential 
ideal in A. 
Denote by F(A) or just r the cone of lower semi-continuous semi-finite 
traces on A. 
4.5. Remark. If A is simple, each non-trivial trace 7 in F is faithful and 
y defined (9; is dense in A+.). Moreover, 9T C 9. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let B be a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A. Each finite trace 
Q on B has un extension to a trace r in F. 
proof. Let I(B) denote the closed ideal generated by B and let II be the 
set of elements x in A such that xl(B) = 0. Then I’- is a closed ideal of A and 
I(B + 1”) = I(B) + P. Extending ‘p to B + I’- by setting it equal to zero 
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in P, and exchanging B with B + P, we may assume that the closed ideal 
generated by B is essential in A. 
Define 7: A + - LO, @I bY 
~(4 = SUPMY) I Y E B, 3 Y < ~1. 
We claim that Q- is a trace on A+ extending r+~ Clearly +i) = I if xi - x, , 
and from the definition it follows that T is positive homogeneous and super- 
additive. Take x, , x, in A+ and assume that y E B, with y < xi + x, . By 
[19, Corollary 1.21 wehavey=y1+y,suchthaty,<x,,i=1,2.SinceB 
is hereditary, yr , yz E B+ , whence 
P(Y) = drd + dY2) G ‘(Xl) + hJ* 
It follows that 7 is subadditive, hence a trace on A+ . The lower semi-con- 
tinuity of T follows exactly as in the proof of [19, Theorem 3.51. If x E B+ 
and y E B, then for every u in A such that u*u < x and uu* < y, we have 
u E B. Therefore equivalence in A of elements in B, is just equivalence in B; 
and thus 7 is an extension of p. The linear span of the set flT is an ideal in A 
and contains B. Consequently Lin(St,) is essential in A, so that T is a semi-finite 
trace. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let B be a hereditary C*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra A, 
and assume that B C K(A) and that no non-trivial closed ideal of A contains B. 
There is then a linear order-preserving isonwrphism 7 -+ 7 1 B, between the set 
of densely de$ned elements in F(A) and the set of Jinite traces on B. 
Proof. If 7 is a densely defined, lower semi-continuous trace on A then 
K(A)+ C P7 because FT is the positive part of a dense ideal in A. Thus 7 ( B, 
is a finite trace on B. Since 7 is lower semi-continuous, the null space of 7 
is the positive part of a closed ideal of A. Thus 7 1 B, = 0 implies T = 0. 
Let pl be a finite trace on B and denote by 7 the lower semi-continuous 
extension defined in 4.6. Since f17 is the positive part of an ideal in A and 
B+CK, we see that F7 is dense in A,. , whence K(A)+ C FT . It is clear 
from the definition that 7 is the minimal extension of v, so if # was a densely’ 
defined, lower semi-continuous trace on A s,uch that 4 1 B+ = v then 7 < tiL. 
However, by [19, Theorem 3.11 there is then a densely defined, lower semi- 
continuous trace w on A such that T + w = (6. Since w 1 B+ = 0 we have 
w = 0 from the first part of the proof, whence 7 = #. 
We have shown that the maps 
~--tp)=~lB+ and ‘9 -+ 7 
are the inverse of each other, and thus are linear order&preserving isomorphisms. 
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Remark. A different proof of 4.7 avoiding the use of [19, Theorem 3.11 
could be based on the fact that I+ = {x E A, 1 3y E B, such that x wy} is the 
positive part of an ideal containing B. 
4.8. THEOREM. If A is a semi-finite C*-algebra there is for each non-zero .r: 
in St-, a trace 7 in Y such that 0 < T(X) < co. In particular, A has a separating 
family of lower semi-continuous, semi-jnite traces. 
Proof. Let B denote the hereditary C*-subalgebra generated by x. By 
assumption there is a y in F with xy = x. Consequently zy = .z for each x 
in B so that B, C 9s . In particular, B is finite. Choose by 3.3 a tracial state p 
on B with p(x) > 0. By 4.6 q~ extends to a trace 7 in Y-, and 0 < T(X) < co. 
The set J of elements in A+ on which all elements in 9 vanish is the positive 
part of a closed ideal in A. We have just shown that J n F0 = (01, whence 
J = (0) by 4.3. 
4.9. COROLLARY. The following conditions on a simple C*-algebra A are 
equivalent : 
(i) A contains a non-zero finite element; 
(ii) A is semi-finite; 
(iii) A h as a ai h u semi-finite, lower semi-continuous trace; f t f 1, 
(iv) The set F of finite elements contains K(A)T . 
Proof. Cf. Remark 4.5. 
4.10. THEOREM. A separable C*-algebra is semi-finite ;f and only if there 
is a faithful trace 7 in Y. 
Proof. Since F; C .F only the existence of 7 needs proof. Choose by Zom’s 
lemma a maximal family of non-zero hereditary C*-subalgebras {Bi} such that 
(BJ, C g0 for every i and I(Bi) n I(Bj) = {0}, for i # j, where I(BJ denotes 
the closed ideal generated by B, . Since A is semi-finite, the ideal I = @I(BJ 
(restricted direct sum) is essential in A; and since A is separable the hereditary 
C*-subalgebra B = @ Bi is separable. Moreover, B, C 9. Indeed, if x E B, 
and 0 < y < x, y N X; then x = C xi and y = Cyi (unique decompositions) 
with xi , yi in Bi . Since BiABj = (0) if i # j no yi is eqtivalent to any part 
of an xj, whence yi N xi , yi < xi for all i. Consequently yi = xi whence 
y -= x. 
Take by 3.5 a faithful finite trace on B and extend it to a trace r on A by 4.6. 
The null space N of 7 in A+ is the positive part of a closed ideal in A. Since 
N n B = {0} it follows that N n I(B) = (01, whence N = (0) since I(B) = I 
is essential in A. Thus 7 is faithful, as desired. 
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4.11. PROPOSITION. Every simple, approximately jhite-dimensional C*- 
algebra is semi-jkite. 
Proof. Assume that A is the inductive limit of an increasing sequence (A,) 
of finite dimensional C*-algebras. Fix any non-zero projection p in A, and 
choose for every n a finite trace 7, on A,, such that r,(p) = 1. Put B = pAp 
and note that the state space of B is weak* compact, since B has a unit. Let ‘p 
be any weak* limit point of the sequence (vn 1 B), where v,, is a state extension 
of 7, to A. Then y is a tracial state on B, because (JpA,,p is dense in B; and 
by 4.6 we can extend v to a trace T in Y. Since A is simple, r is faithful, and 
thus A is semi-finite. 
4.12. EXAMPLE. There exists an approximately finite-dimensional C*- 
algebra which is not semi-finite. To construct it, let H be a separable, infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space, and consider the C*-algebra A,, on the infinite 
tensor product Hilbert space, generated by operators of the form 
where xlc E X for K < n and xlc = 1 for k > 71. Clearly A, is isomorphic 
to X(@: H) and thus a closed ideal in S(@: H). It follows that CT 4, is a 
C*-algebra for every n, and we define A to be the inductive limit of this sequence, 
i.e. A is the closure of C,” Ak . It is immediate to verify that A is approxi- 
mately finite dimensional. This C*-algebra was studied previously in [8,4.7.17] 
and [l]. 
For each n denote by I, the closure of xz A, (so that 2; = A). Since 
44 Ic+1 -  A,+, it follows that each 1, is a closed ideal in A, and, as shown 
in [l, Satz 21, these are the only ones. Note that 1, is complemented in A, 
since A = I,, + CT-’ Ak . Moreover, I, is isomorphic to A, and I,,/I,,+1 is 
isomorphic to X. 
Every projection in A belongs to K(A) (cf. [17, p. 1331). In particularb 
e@l@l@*** belongs to K(A) for every finite dimensional projection e 
on H. It is easy to see that K(A) is generated (as an ideal) by these projections, 
but we shall not need that. 
Suppose that A is semi-finite. There is then a faithful trace T in Y by 4.8. 
The set fl, is the positive part of a non-zero ideal and therefore dense in some 
I,, . Since I,, is isomorphic to A, we may as well assume that S, is dense in A+ , 
whence K(A)+ C flT . Let x be a positive element in X with Tr(x) = co. 
Then x is infinite so x N y in X+ with y < x, y # x. However, if e is a finite- 
dimensional projection on H, the two elements 
a=e@x@l@.**, b=e@y@l@*** 
belong to K(A) by the above. But 0 < a - b # 0 and b N a in A+ whence 
,(a - b) = 0 since a - b E 9T , in contradiction to 7 being faithful. 
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We say that a C*-algebra A is of type III if it has no non-zero, finite elements; 
and that A is of type II if it is semi-finite, but anti-liminary. 
4.13. PROPOSITION. For each C*-algebra A there is a canonical triple 
(A, > An > Am) of C*- a e ras of type I, II and III, respectively, such that A, k b 
is an ideal of A, A,,, is an ideal of A/AI and A,, = (AjAI)/AIII . 
Proof. Let A, be the largest ideal in A of type I. With 9 as the set of finite 
elements in A/AI , let j denote the closure of Lin(F) and define AIII as the 
set of elements x in A/A, such that XJ = 0. Clearly J and A,,, are closed, 
orthogonal ideals of A/A, , since F generates a strongly invariant, hereditary 
cone in (A/A,)+. Moreover, A m is of type III and AI1 (defined as (A/AI)/AIII) 
is semi-finite, since J/A,,, is essential in A,, . If I was a non-zero ideal of A,, 
of type I then In (J/A& # (0). However, the quotient map A/AI --f A,, 
is an isometry on J, since /n A,,, = (0). Thus J contains a non-zero ideal 
of type I, which is impossible since A/A, is anti-liminary. Consequently A,, 
is of type II. 
Note that A, is the largest ideal in A of type I, and that AIll is the largest 
ideal in A/A, of type III. 
4.14. Remark. A simple C*-algebra is of type III if and only if it has no 
non-trivial, lower semi-continuous traces. But in general a type III C*-algebra 
may have non-zero (but not faithful) lower semi-continuous semi-finite traces, 
cf. 4.12. Thus a quotient of a type III C*-algebra can be semi-finite (even 
of type I). 
Quotients of semi-finite C*-algebras can have any type. Indeed, if A = 
g(H), then A is semi-finite; but the Calkin algebra a(H)/%- is of type III. 
Furthermore, if A = X + B, where B is a type II C*-algebra with B n X = 
{O>, then A is semi-finite, but the quotient B is of type II. Finally, in 3.9 we 
showed that the Fermion current algebra, which is of type II, has a quotient 
of type I (isomorphic with X + Cl). 
4.15. EXAMPLE. There exists a finite type II C*-algebra M having a closed 
ideal A, such that M/A is of type III. This was pointed out to us by G. A. 
Elliott. Take A = L n L*, where L is a maximal left ideal of the Fermion 
algebra F; and put M = M(A)-the multiplier algebra of A. Since F is finite 
(of type II) so is A, and the faithful finite trace on A extends to a faithful finite 
trace on M (because A is essential in M and MC A”). Thus M is finite. If 
the type I ideal MI of M was non-zero, then M, n A # (0). Since A is simple, 
this would imply that A = M, n A = X, which is impossible. Thus M 
is of type II. By [9, Theorem 3.11, M/A is simple. Moreover, there is a non- 
unitary isometry u in M/A (i.e. u*u = 1, uu* # l), see the argument in [9, 
p. 4181. It follows immediately that M/A is of type III. 
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Examples where M(A) is of type II but M(A)/A is of type I (finite dimen- 
sional) can be found in [25]. 
5. EQUIVALENCE IN ALGEBRAICALLY SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
If A is a simple C*-algebra, then either A+ n A, = {0} or A, = A,, . 
Indeed, if A+ n A,, # {0}, then by 3.2 and 3.4, A has no non-zero, finite 
traces; whence A+ C A, by 2.9. Even when A, = A,, , A+ may have a dense 
set of finite elements, i.e. be semi-finite. To avoid this situation, we consider 
first the class of algebraically simple C*-algebras (a class including all simple 
C*-algebras with unit, and their hereditary C*-subalgebras), which display 
a more uniform behaviour. Information on a general simple C*-algebra A 
could then be derived from the fact that A contains a non-zero, algebraically 
simple, hereditary C*-subalgebra B; whence A @ X = B @ X by [3, Theo- 
rem 2.81. Thus A is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of B @ X; where X is the 
prototype of a semi-finite, infinite, simple C*-algebra. However, we shall 
obtain our information about A in a more direct manner. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let x be a non-zero, positive element of an algebraically simple 
C*-algebra A. Then for any y in A+ there is a number X such that y < hx. 
Proof. The set 
is a (strongly) invariant, hereditary cone in A+, and thus the positive part 
of an ideal in A by [17, Lemma 1 .l]. Since F # {0}, we have F = A+ . 
5.2. THEOREM. Let A be algebraically simple, and take non-zero elements x, y 
in A+ . Then x - y E A,, (i.e. q(x) = q(y)) if and only if x N y. 
Proof. If x--y~A~ then xfa~yfb with arvb in A+. From 5.1 
we see that a < nx for some n, and using 2.1 we may assume that n = 1 and 
a < x. But then 
A symmetric argument gives x + y N 2y, whence 2x N 2y, i.e. x -y. 
5.3. Remark. The theorem above remains true for an arbitrary C*-algebra, 
with unit, provided that x and y are invertible. However, it is not valid ini 
general, even though A is finite. In fact, with I(x) denoting the closed ideal 
generated by an element x in A+ , one may have I(x) # I(y) even though 
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x - y E A, and A is finite. To see this, assume that x - y E A,, implies I(X) = 
I(y) for all X, y in A+ . Let I be a closed ideal of A and take any x in (I + A,,)+ . 
Thus x E y - z + A,, for some y, z in I+ . By assumption I(X) C I( y + Z) C 1, 
whence x E I+ . Thus (I + Ao)+ = I+ , whence A/I is finite by 3.8. However, 
in 3.9 we gave an example of a finite C*-algebra A such that A/I was infinite. 
Consequently there are elements x, y in A+ , with x - y in A,, , such that 
I(X) # I(y); in particular x is not equivalent to y. 
5.4. PROBLEM. Is every simple C*-algebra of type III algebraically simple? 
The corresponding problem for finite algebras has a negative solution due 
to B. Blackadar [30]. He shows the existence of a simple AF-algebra A with 
exactly two extremal semi-finite, lower semi-continuous traces pi and ~a, 
such that 7r is finite and ~a is not. Thus A is finite since ST, = A+ but not 
algebraically simple since FT, f A+ . 
5.5. PROPOSITION. An algebraically simple F-algebra A is finite if for any 
finite set (u,J in A 
implies C U,*U, = C r&P,*. 
Proof. If A has a unit this is [7, 1.2 Theorem]. To prove it in the more 
general case, assume that A is non-finite, whence A, L= A,, . Choose by spectral 
theory commuting elements X, y in A+ such that /I x j/ = 1, j/y II = 1 and 
(X - c)y > $y for some c > 0. By 5.2 we have x N $y , so there is a finite 
set (u,J in A with 
It follows that 
c (Y1’2%J*(y1’2%) < ty < (x - c)y < c (y1’2Un)(y”2Un)*; 
so that A is infinite also in this “finite sum” equivalence. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let A be a simple C*-algebra and K(A) the minimal dense 
ideal in A. Then every hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A contained in K(A) is 
algebraically simple. 
Proof. If I is a non-zero ideal in B, it must be dense, whence K(B) C I. 
Choose a non-zero element x in K(B)+ . The set 
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is the positive part of an ideal in A. Therefore F is dense in A+, whence 
K(A)+ = F. Likewise, F n B, = K(B)+, and finally 
B+=K(A)+nB+=FnB+=K(B)+CI. 
Consequently B = I, as desired. 
5.7. PROPOSITION (cf. [21, Theorem 3.41). Let A be a simple C*-algebra. 
If x, y are non-zero elements of K(A)+ , such that T(X) = I for every trace T 
in F, then x w y. 
Proof. Let B denote the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A generated by x 
and y. By [18, Proposition 41 B CK(A) and therefore algebraically simple 
by 5.6. From 4.7 we see that the conditions in 5.2 are satisfied for x,y in B; 
whence x MY. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Every two non-zero, positive elements in a simple C*- 
algebra A of type III are equivalent. 
Proof. Let x, y be non-zero, positive elements in A. If x, y E K(A) then 
x wy by 5.7. However, for any continuous function on R, , vanishing in a 
neighbourhood of zero, we have f (x) E K(A). Thus by spectral theory we can 
find sequences (x,J and (y,J in K(A)+\(O) such that x = C x, and y = C yn . 
As xn wyn for every n we conclude that x my. 
5.9. Remark. The previous two propositions will be subsumed in 7.5. 
6. GEOMETRY IN A* FOR SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
Let A be an algebraically simple, finite C*-algebra and take non-zero points 
a, b in A+g. The position of the line through a and zero, relative to the elements 1 
in A’J dominated by b or dominating b (in the partial ordering induced by A+g) 
is indicated by the figure below. That the picture represents the true situation 
will be proved in 6.6. 
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For an algebraically simple, finite C*-algebra A we put A$+ = A+q\(O) 
and we define a partial ordering in AQ by a < b (respectively a < b) 
if b - Q E A+q (respectively b - a E AZ,). Now define a function h: 
A;~+ x A;+ - 08, by 
h(a, b) = Inf{A E R, 1 ha > b}. 
Note from 5.1 that A(a, b) < cc. Furthermore, from 2.10 we see that h(a, 6) > 0. 
We can therefore consider the reciprocal function, and have 
h(u, by = Sup{A E R, 1 Ab < u]. 
Straightforward computations show that X is increasing in the second variable 
and decreasing in the first. Moreover, it satisfies the following inequalities 
(i) h(a, b + c) < )\(a, b) + A(4 c); 
(ii) h(u, b) < h(u, C) A(c, b); 
(iii) h&42, vb) = &A(U, b), PL, v E ~+\W 
(iv> 944 G Gh 4 ~(4 for every positive functional y on Aq. 
6.1. LEMMA. Given a in A$+ there is a constant L(a) such that h(a, b) G; 
L(a) I/ b /I for all b in At+ . 
Proof. If no constant L(u) exists, we can find a sequence (b,) in A$+ with 
// b, /j = 1, such that h(u, b,) > 4” for all n. Put 6 = C 2-@b, and note from 
2.5 that b E At,. Indeed, for each n there is an element x, in A, -t A, with 
q(x,J = b, and I/ x, I/ < 2, whence C 2+x,, E A+ + A,. However, 
co > A(u, b) > h(a, 2--b,) = 2-%(a, 6,) 3 2n, 
a contradiction. 
6.2. COROLLARY. For each x in A+, x # 0, we have T(X) 3 L(q(x))-l for 
every truciul state r on A. 
Proof. Combine 6.1 with the inequality (iv). 
6.3. THEOREM. For each algebraically simple, jinite C*-algebra A the (blunted) 
cone At+ is open in Aq. 
Proof. Fix a in A:+ and take an arbitrary element b in A@ such that 
a - b jz < i-L(u)-‘, with L(u) as in 6.1. Choose x in A,, with q(x) = a - b 
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and II x II < !~%4--~, and put c = ~(1 x I). By definition’ of ,5(a) this implies 
that A(a, e) < ) , and thus c < & by definition of A. It follows that 
b = a - q(x) >, u - q(l x I) > *a. 
Thus b E A!+, i.e. AQ,, is open. 
6.4. COROLLARY. The cone (A+\(O)) + A, is open in A,, , and 
(A+\(O)) + A, = n {x E A,, I T(X) > 0, T a non-zero trace on A}. 
T 
Proof. The second assertion follows from Hahn-Banach’s theorem and the 
fact that every non-zero trace on A is faithful; 
6.5. PROPOSITION. The function A: At+ x At+ -+ 88, defined above is con- 
tinuous. 
Proof. Take a, b in AQ,, and E > 0. Then 
@(a, b) + E)U - b > 0. 
Since A:, is open by 6.3 there is a 8 > 0 such that if 11 a’ - a 11 < 6 and 
1) b’ - b 1) < 8 then 
@(a, b) + l ) a’ - b’ > 0. 
If follows that X(a’, b’) < h(u, b) + E; which shows that X is an upper semi- 
continuous function. 
On the other hand, using the inequalities (i) and (ii) established for A, we 
take elements a” and b” in A!+ such that a’ - a < a”, b - b’ < b”, I/ a” (I < 
2 11 a - a’ II,11 b” 11 < 2 11 b - b’ 1) and compute 
h(u, b) < X(a, b” + b’) < h(u, b”) + h(b, b’) 
< L(a) II b” II + h(a, a’) A@‘, b’) < L(a) II b” II + h(u, d + u) h(a’, b’) 
< 44 II b” II + @(a, a”) + 1) A@‘, b’) 
G 44 II b” II + (W II .” II + 1) W, b’) 
< =(a) II b - b’ II + (Z(a) II a - a’ II +‘ 1) X(u’, V). 
It follows that h(u, b) & Lim inf h(u’, b’) when (a’, b’) -+ (a, b), so that X iq 
lower semi-continuous. Consequently h is continuous, as desired. 
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6.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be an algebraically simple, finite C*-algebra, and 
take non-zero elements x, y in A+ . Define 
AZ = +7(x), q(y)) = WA E R+ I Y < xx>, 
A, = h(q( y), q(x))-1 = Sup{X E IR, / xx < y}. 
(i) 0 < A, < A, < co; 
(ii) T(U) E [A1 , h,] for every Jinite trace 7 on A with T(X) = 1; 
(iii) X, = h, if and only if y is equivalent to some multiple of x (viz. h,x); 
(iv) For each X in [X, , ;\.J there is a finite trace 7 on A with T(X) == I and 
T(Y) = A. 
Proof. (i) Since I = h(a, a) < h(a, b) h(b, a) for all a, b in A:+ it follows 
that0 <A, <A, < CD. 
(ii) Obvious. 
(iii) If A, = A, t hen ~(y - h,x) = 0 for every finite trace 7 by (ii), so 
that y - h,x E A, . But then y - h,x by 5.2. Conversely, if y - X,x then 
A, < A0 < A1 , whence A,, = A, = A, by (i). 
(iv) Take h in [AI, A,], and put a = q&c - y). Since h .< A, we cannot 
have a > 0. Similarly, since X 3 A, we cannot have a < 0. This means that 
either a = 0 (in which case the condition is satisfied for any trace 7 on A with 
T(x) = I), or a # 0 and the one-dimensional subspace Ra does not meet 
the open cone AT+. By Hahn-Banach’s theorem there is then a bounded 
functional q~ on An with r&Qa) = 0 and v(AQ,+) > 0. Put 7 = 3, o q and 
normalize it so that T(X) = 1 (T is faithful). Then 7 is a trace on A with T(Y) = A. 
6.7. COROLLARY. Let A be a simple, semi-finite C*-algebra and take non-zero 
elements x, y in K(A)+. De$ne X, and X, as in 6.6. Then (i)-(iv) remain true 
if for finite we substitute semi-finite, lower semi-continuous traces in 6.6. 
Proof. The hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A generated by x, y is algebraically 
simple by 5.6. Moreover, by 4.7 B is finite, and every trace in F is finite on B, 
since A is simple. The result is now immediate from 6.6. 
6.8. THEOREM. Let A be an algebraically simple, finite C*-algebra. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A has a unique tracial state; 
(ii) A* is isomorphic to IR; 
(iii) A+Q is closed in Aq. 
(iv) For any two elements x, y in A+ (x # 0), there is a (unique) h 2 0 
such that y N Xx 
(v) For any two elements x, y in A+ , either x < y or y < x. 
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Proof. (i) o (ii) Follows from 2.7 and 2.8, and is valid for any C*-algebra. 
(ii) * (iii) Obvious. 
(iii) * (iv) Take arbitrary non-zero elements X, y in A+ and define h, , X, 
as in 6.6. Since A+* is closed it follows that ~(y - hrx) E A+*. But then 
~(y - h,x) = 0, since otherwise q(y - (X, + l )x) E A+* for some E > 0 
(AT, is open), in contradiction with the maximality of h, . Thus y N )L,x by 5.2. 
(iv) 3 (v) Obvious. 
(v) * (ii) If any two elements X, y in A+ are comparable then h, = h, 
in 6.6. This means that for any finite trace r on A, the value at y is determined 
uniquely by the value at x (viz. T(Y) = &T(X)). Since y is arbitrary, 7 must be 
unique up to a scalar multiple. 
6.9. COROLLARY. Let A be a simple, semi-finite P-algebra. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Any two traces in 9 are proportional; 
(ii) For any two elements x,y in K(A)+ (x # 0), there is a (unique) /\ > 0 
such that y NI\.x; 
(iii) For any two elements x, y in K(A)+ , either x < y 07 y < x. 
Proof. This follows from 6.8 just as 6.7 is derived from 6.6. 
6.10. EXAMPLE. For every natural number n there is a simple, approxi- 
mately finite-dimensional C*-algebra A with unit (hence finite by 4.8), such 
that dim(A*) = n. For simplicity we indicate only the case n = 2. The existence 
of such an algebra can be derived from the theory of dimension groups developed 
in [lo], but for convenience we present a concrete example. The authors are 
indepted to G. A. Elliott for some very helpful comments on this matter, 
We let A be the inductive limit of an increasing sequence of algebras A,, 
such that each A, is the direct sum of two full matrix algebras of dimension 
(d,J2. The Bratteli diagram for A is 
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so that iVia, is embedded in one Md with multiplicity m, > 1, and in the 
other with multiplicity 1; and the uni%f A,, is mapped into the unit of A,,,, . 
It follows from [2, 3.5 Corollary] that A is simple. 
If 7 is a tracial state of A we have 
where Tr denotes the unique (normalized) trace on Md and 0 < pn < 1. 
Conversely, if a sequence (p,J in 10, 1 [ is known to be the “&ucture constants” 
for a tracial state T, then 7 is uniquely determined, since 7 / A, is determined 
by specifying pCLn . Let e, denote one of the non-trivial central projections 
in A, . In one side of the diagram e, is embedded so that its size relative to 
e,,, is m,(l + mn)-l; in the other side of the diagram e, is embedded with 
size (1 + m&l. This shows that if 7 is a tracial state with structure constants 
(P,J then 
l-h = %(l + %2-l l-h+1 + (1 + %F(l - PL,+dt 
or, solving for pFL,+i , 
l-%+1 = (wl + l)(% - I>-’ pn - (% - I)-‘* (*I 
Thus pn+i is uniquely determined from Pi, so that there can be at most a 
two-dimensional space of finite traces on A; i.e. dim(AQ) < 2. On the other 
hand, if the equation (*) determines a sequence (p,,) in 10, l[ from a given pi , 
then each trace 712 on A,, determined by pn will extend to a trace rnfl on A,,, 
if we define it by (*). If we now choose the embeddings such that m, = 2” + I, 
then (*) gives t~,+~ - /A,, = (2p, - 1) 2-“. F or each pi in the interval [l/2, 5/8] 
the formula (*) will produce an increasing sequence (pn) in 18, 1[. (Prove by 
induction that if p,, < 1 - 2-* for n > 2 then p,,+i < 1 - 2+-l). In 
particular, A has more than one tracial state, whence dim(Aq) = 2. 
For any two (real or complex) linear spaces I/ and W we denote by I’ @ W 
their algebraic tensor product. If V,, , W,, are subspaces of V, W, respectively, 
it follows from linear algebra that 
In the following, let A and B be C*-algebras and 01 a C*-cross norm on 
A @ B (see [24, 1.221). For any two closed subspaces A, , B, of A, B, respec- 
tively, we denote by A, 0, B, the completion of A, @ B. with respect to a. 
We will use the fact, which follows from the identity 
x@y+x*@y* = J&x + x*) 0 (Y Or*) - i(x - x*1 0 i(Y - Y*)), 
that A,, 0, B,, = (A 0, B),, . 
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6.11. LEMMA. The space (A @), B),, is the norm closure of the space X = 
4,@%+&@&. 
Proof. IfxNYinA,thenx@bwY@bin(A@,B)+foreverybinB+. 
Thus XC (A 0, B)s . Let v be a bounded, self-adjoint functional on A 0, B 
that vanishes on X, and take elements and c in A,, @ B,, of the form z = 
c&a Om, c =Ca,@b,. Then 
xc - cz = c x,a, @ ynb, - a,x, @ b,y, 
= C&h - am4 Omb, + a,%, 0 (ynL - kv,). 
However, if x, a E A,, then xa - ax E iA, on account of the formula 
2i(xa - ax) = (x + ia)*(x + ia) - (x + ia)(x + ia)*. 
Thus 
whence I = p)(xz). Since A,, @ B,, is dense in (A 0, B)sa it follows that 
p is tracial, whence v((A 0, B),) = 0. C onsequently X is dense in (A 0, B)O. 
6.12. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be C*-algebras and denote by T(A) (resp. 
T(B)) the linear space of self-adjoint, tracial functionals on A (resp. B). Assume 
that Aq and BP are both finite-dimensional. Then 
(A@,B)q= Aq@BQ and T(A 0, B) = T(A) @ T(B). 
Proof. Since T(A) is the dual space of Aq by 2.7 we have dim T(A) = 
dim A@ = n and similarly dim T(B) = dim BP = m. With X as in 6.11 we 
obtain a commutative diagram 
(=A’ @ Bq) 
We see that 4 0 i(A,, @ B,,) is dense in (A 0, B)@, and that j o p(Asa @ B,,) 
is finite-dimensional. Consequently j is surjective, whence dim(A 0, B)q < nm. 
On the other hand, for every C*-cross-norm 01 we have A* @ B* C (A 0, B)* 
by [24, 1.22.2 Proposition]. Therefore T(A) @ T(B) C T(A 0, B), in particular 
dim T(A 0, B) >, nm. Since T(A 0, B) is the dual of (A 0, B)q it follows 
that j is an isomorphism, whence Aq @ Bq = (A 0, B)q and T(A) @ T(B) = 
T(A 0, B)- 
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6.13. COROLLARY. The tensor product A 0, B has a unique trace state if 
and only if the same is true for both A and B. 
6.14. PROPOSITION. There exists a countable injkity of pairwise non-isomorphic 
separable, simple, non-nuclear C*-algebras with unit. 
Proof, Let A be the algebra described in 6.10 and let B be the reduced 
C*-algebra associated with the free group on two generators. For each n define 
B, = B@,A@;..@,A (n-fold product). 
Clearly B, is a separable C*-algebra with unit and since B is simple by [23, 
Theorem 21 and A is simple, it follows from [27, p. 117, Corollary] that B, 
is simple. Each factor A 0, *=* 0, A is nuclear (being approximately finite 
dimensional), so we need not specify which C*-cross norm 01 we use. However, 
B is not nuclear by [27, Theorem 6j (see also [14, Theorem 4.21) and therefore 
B, is not nuclear (B, tensored with another non-nuclear C*-algebra can carry 
different C*-cross norms). 
It follows from [23, p. 156, Remark] that B has a unique tracial state. Thus 
BQ = Iw. Since A’J = [w2 by 6.10 we conclude from 6.12 that dim B,q = 2”. 
Therefore B, + B, whenever n # m. 
7. EQUIVALENCE IN SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
Let A be a simple, semi-finite C*-algebra and Y its lattice cone of densely 
defined, lower semi-continuous traces on A (cf. 4.7). We define the weak* 
topology on .Y as the locally convex vector space topology on Y - Y generated 
by the semi-norms p, --+ / v(x)l, x E K(A),, . For each non-zero x in K(A)+ 
the set 
rz =={TE~~T(X) = 1: 
is convex and weak* compact, and rW+Y, = 9. Since each element y in A, 
is the sum of a sequence of elements from K(A)+, it follows that each function 
7 -+ T(Y) is weak* lower semi-continuous from Y to [0, co]. 
In A+ we have already met the two interesting sets K(A)+ and 3. In between 
lies the set of elements that are finite for all elements in Y and the set of elements 
that are finite for some non-zero element in Y. We shall study these two sets 
and their relations to the sets K(A)+ and 9, in particular we show that the 
second set coincides with g. 
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a simple, semi-jinite, non-finite F-algebra. An 
element x in A+ is equivalent to some element in K(A)+ if and only if 
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(i) T(X) < co for each 7 in F; 
(ii) th function 7 -+ 7(x) is weak* continuous on F. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is obvious, so it suffices to consider 
an element x in A, that satisfies (i) and (ii). Fix a non-zero element y in K(A)+ 
and consider the weak* compact set TV defined above. Choose by spectral 
theory an increasing sequence {xn} in K(A)+ such that xn/ x. For each T 
in TV we have 7(x,J 7 T(X), so by condition (ii) and Dini’s theorem we may 
assume that 7(x - x,) < 2-+l for all 7 in TV and every n. 
The hereditary C*-algebra generated by x, and y is algebraically simple 
by 5.6 and thus by 5.1 x,, - x,-r WY,, for some yn in A+ dominated by a 
multiple of y. Let B denote the hereditary C*-algebra generated by y and 
note that {m} C B+ . If 7 is a finite trace on B with 117 /I < 1 then T(Y) < 1 
and thus (considering also the extension of 7 to A+ , cf. 4.6) we have 
T(yn) = 7(X,, - X,-l) < 2-nT(y) < 2-” 
(with x0 = 0). By 2.9 we can therefore find 8, in B+ with z, wyn and 1) x, 11 < 
2--n+l. Put x = C x, and note that z E B C K(A). Moreover, 
x = c (Xn - X,-l) - c &I = 2. 
7.2. Remark. The class of elements satisfying the conditions in 7.1 may be 
thought of as the permanent trace class elements. In the more obvious examples 
(e.g. when .Y is finite-dimensional) condition (ii) is a consequence of (i), but 
this seems unlikely to hold in general. 
7.3. LEMMA. Let A be a simple, semi-jnite C*-algebra and take x in K(A)+ 
and c > 0. Assume that (x,} is an increasing seqzumce in K(A)+ such that 
Lim T(Xn) 2 1 + E fOY t??XYy 7 in ys . There is then a number n such that x < x, . 
Proof. The sequence {x,} can be considered as an increasing sequence 
of continuous functions 7 -+ T(Xn) on the compact space yS. An obvious 
compactness argument shows that there is an ti such that 7(X*) > 1 + c/2 
for all T in 3?=. Applying 6.6 to the hereditary C*-subalgebra generated by 
x and x, (which is algebraically simple by [I& Proposition 41 and 5.6, and 
finite by 4.7) we have 1 + c/2 ,( h, , where hx < x, whenever h < 1\r . In 
particular, x < x, . 
7.4. LEMMA. Let A be a simple, semi-jinite C*-algebra and let {x,J, (y,,} be 
increasing convergent sequences in K(A)+ with limits x, y, respectively. If x, < 
Yn < x,+1 for all n then x w y. 
Proof. By assumption there is xk in A+ such that x, N XL < y,, . Now, 
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the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A generated by yn and x,+~ is algebraically 
simple. Since in algebraically simple C*-algebras the relations - and < admit 
cancellation (5.2) we see that y,, - xi < xntl - x,, . Choose z E A+ such that 
yn - x:, - z < x,+1 - x, . Withy: = x, + z it follows x, < yk < x,+~ and 
yn -yh . But then 
.2: = Lim rk = Yi + C CA+1 - Ad - Yl -+ 1 (YTL+~ -- Yn) = Y 
(note that, again by 5.2, yi+t - yk -Y~+~ - y,). 
1.5. THEOREM. Let A be a simple F-algebra and consider non-zero elements 
s, y in A i. . Then x N y ;f and only if r(x) = r(y) for all T in Y. 
PYOO~ The result has already been established for type III algebras (5.8) 
and algebraically simple (finite) algebras (5.2). We may therefore assume 
that A is semi-finite and not algebraically simple. 
Suppose that T(X) = T(Y) for all r in 7 and choose monotone increasing 
sequences (x,}, (y,} in K(A)+ with x, 7 x, y,,f y. Further put h, = 
n(n + 1)-l. Using 7.3 we may assume (replacing if necessary {x,J and (yJ 
by subsequences) that 
for all n. By 7.4 this implies that x - y. 
7.6. COROLLARY. The infinite elements in a simple C*-algebra A are precisely 
those x in A, for which r(x) =- CO for every non-zero trace + in F. All infinite 
.&ments are equivaient. 
Proof. If T(X) < cc for some non-zero T in .Y- then x is finite since 7 is 
faithful. If conversely T(X) = 0~) for all non-zero T in Y then x - 4x by 7.5. 
7.7. Remark. In view of 7.6 we can strengthen 6.9 a bit: A simple semi- 
finite C*-algebra A has a unique trace up to scalar multiples if and only if any 
two positive elements are comparable. 
7.8. Remark. It is perhaps worthwhile to point out that (contrary to the 
von Neumann algebra case) nothing is gained by starting with the traces and 
working towards 7.5. Surely one may define an equivalence relation -r among 
the positive elements in a C*-algebra A by setting x -=y if T(X) = T(Y) for 
all traces T in Y (maybe including the trivial (semi-continuous) traces that 
take only the values 0 and co). 
But we do not know if this relation satisfies the Riesz decomposition property 
in general (i.e. if x -r a + b for x, a, b E A, implies x = a’ + b’ with 
a’, b’ E A.+ and a’ wT a, b wT b). One of the results of our paper is that wT 
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does, in fact, have this property when A is simple. Also, to prove say 3.7, 3.8 
with -r in place of N seems hopeless. 
7.9. PROPOSITION. Let x be an injinite element in a simple semi-finite C*- 
algebra A. If F is not isomorphic to R, there are finite elements y, x in A+ with 
x=y+x. 
Proof. Fix a non-zero element x0 in K(A)+ and consider the convex weak* 
compact set YZO . By assumption (cf. 4.7) &. is not a single point and therefore 
contains two distinct extreme points q and (CI. Thus v A + = 0, where 
‘P * t@> = Wdb) + W I 4 c E K(A)+ , b + c - a) 
(cf. the proof of 2.8). Actually it suffices, by the Riesz decomposition property, 
to consider elements b, c in the formula above for which b + c = a. 
Choose a sequence {x,J in K(A)+ such that 
(*I 
Since 9 A 4 = 0 each x, has a decomposition x, = y,, + a, in K(A)+ such 
that v(yJ + I/@,) < 2+. Put y = C yn and z = C x, and note from (*) 
that the sums are convergent with x = y + Z. Furthermore 
cp(Y) + e4 = c dy,) + w4 Q 1, 
which by 7.6 shows that both y and z are finite. 
7.10. COROLLARY. Let A be a simple, semi-jkite, non-jkite C*-algebra. The 
set 9 of finite elements in A, is an additive cone if and only if all traces in 9 are 
proportional. 
Proof. If Y = IW+T then by 7.6 
.F = (x E A+ ] T(X) < “o} 
which is obviously a cone. The converse follows from 7.9. 
8. G-EQUIVALENCE 
Suppose that 01 is a representation of a (discrete) group G as *-automorphisma 
of a C*-algebra A. We define a relation, ho , in A+, called G-equivalence, 
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by setting x -o y if there is a set (Q 1 i E 1, s E G) in A, where I is an arbitrary 
index set, such that 
the sums being norm convergent (which implies that only countably many 
uis are non-zero). Just as our equivalence -, used in the previous sections, 
is the C*-analogue of the equivalence relation m defined in [13], so the G- 
equivalence wG is the C*-analogue of the equivalence relation NY~ defined 
in [22]. 
Straightforward, but rather tedious computations using [19, Proposition 1.11, 
show that G-equivalence is a countably additive equivalence relation, and that 
the ordered cone of equivalence classes satisfies the Riesz decomposition 
property. Alternatively, consider the embedding L of A in the crossed product 
G x, A, and show, as in the proof of [22, Proposition 3.21, that x -c y if 
and only if L(X) - t(y). We can now define G-finite elements, and G-finite 
and G-semi-finite C*-algebras. Note that a C*-subalgebra B of A may be 
G-finite (i.e. every element in B, is G-finite), without being G-invariant. 
A verbatim repetition of the arguments in Sections 2, 3 and 4 shows that 
every lemma, proposition or theorem remains true with ho instead of -, if 
traces are replaced by G-invariant traces. In particular we have: 
8.1. THEOREM. A C*-algebra is G-$nite if and only if it has a separating 
family of $finite, G-invariant traces. 
8.2. THEOREM. A C*-algebra which is simple OY separable, is G-semi-finite 
if and only if it has a faithful, semi-Jnite, lower semi-continuous, G-invariant trace. 
8.3. Remark. If G is a locally compact group, let A = C,,(G) and let 
ai: G + Aut(A) be the representation of G as left translations. Since there 
is a Haar measure on G, the commutative C*-algebra C,,(G) is G-semi-finite; 
the set of G-finite elements being equal to Q(G) n C,(G)+ . It is a fascinating 
thought that if one could prove directly that each positive function in C,,(G) 
with compact support was G-finite, then one could deduce the existence of 
Haar measure from 8.2 (or, in the non-separable case, from the G-equivalent 
version of 4.8). 
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